[The spatial structure of the alpha rhythm in the healthy human being studied by EEG mapping].
EEG study was conducted in the state of relative rest in 15 healthy subjects with predominance of the alpha rhythm. Data processing was performed on neuromapper ("Neuroscience", Great Britain). Principal attention was paid to the dynamics of spatial-temporal relations of the alpha rhythm. Cyclic changes were shown of the alpha-rhythm amplitude, proceeding with change of high and low amplitudes during seconds, varying in time in various individuals. Three types of spatial distribution of the alpha rhythm over the cortex at the relative rest were obtained: 1) generalized distribution over the cortex with the wavy shift of the frequency fields; 2) formation of delimited local zones of the alpha rhythm, differing by the frequency from the rhythm in other cortical areas; 3) local zone of the low-frequency alpha rhythm in the visual projection zone (18 and 19 fields). Change of the distribution types of the alpha rhythm in the state of rest takes place in the seconds of time intervals, corresponding, according to the literature data, to the proceeding of elementary mental processes.